
·Smooth operator. .Stratford's
songstress Sarah-Jane Morris has
released a new album, August.
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SUMMER seemed to be Just a warm distant glow 111 the
past as the cold dark nights of winter stal1ed to close in.

That was until Stratford's internationally-acclaimed
singer, Sarah-Jane Morris, brought it back with her new
album, August.

Appropriately enough August does bring out the warm
glow of distant memory with her own versions of some
classics of the past, which come out as an intimate dialogue
between her voice and the guitar of Marc Ribot.

This is especially true on [lito my Arms, which, not sur-
prisingly, has already received the thumbs up from the
song's writer, Nick Cave.

There are also very sensual renditions of Leonard
Cohen's Chelsea Hotel and J Ragovoy's Piece of my Heart.

The album tackles songs from a number of musical
backgrounds, including punk artist Johnny Thunder's You
Can't Put Your Arms around a Memory, which somehow
Sarah-Jane becalms without losing its urgent undercurrent.

There are also the blues pieces, Don't Leave me this Way
and [ Can't Stand the Rain, the sort of music many of
Sarah-Jane's fans will associate with her, and, the kind of
music with which her voice slips into like a manicured
hand in a silk glove.

She also dips her toe into soul with Marvin Gaye's
Mercy, Mercy Me. But somehow despite all these different
traditions she manages to remain very Sarah-Jane and
imRrint her style on all the songs.

'In America it is quite normal to tackle a number of dif-
ferent styles," she explained. "The problem with Britain is
that if you try a range of different styles people think that
you are doing it because you're not good enough, which
just isn't true."

After simmering along the album bubbles up with a burst
of life at the end with John Lennon's Whatever Gets you
through the Night.

The album, which is beautifully illustrated with black-
and-white pictures by Sarah-Jane's brother, Rod, is due to
be released on 26th November and will be available at
HMY.


